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WE can meet even the most challenging 
mission requirements. Bring us yours.

we equip your mission

Our top priority is to provide you with the highest level of service.

Dedicated to customer service

We have subject matter experts who can help guide and assist you 
from an initial request to post-contract delivery, warranty, repair and 
through anything else that might come up.

subject matter experts

With access to over 500 industry leading brands and hundreds of 
thousands of products, RAMPART has the most diverse offering 
of equipment and kitting solutions in Canada.

equipment solutions for the real world

As Canada’s leading supplier of operational 
equipment, RAMPART is your single-source 
equipment solutions provider.

All branches of military

Federal, provincial and municipal police

Correctional Services

Wildlife & Conservation

Armed government agencies

Public Safety & Security

speak to a specialist now visit us online

www.rampartcorp.com+1 (855) 729-0446

rampartcorp.com
+ 1 (855) 729-0446

Sectors we Serve:



savings for those in uniform
RAMPART’s SHIELD program is a FREE membership 

program for past and present uniformed professionals.

The SHIELD Program is open to all residents of Canada who are employed with one of the 
following agencies: Active Military or Veteran, Active or retired Law Enforcement, Corrections, 

Nuclear security personnel, EMS and Fire, Armoured car carriers.

open to all past and present 
uniformed professionals

get our top brands at

exclusive
discounts

be the first to get in on

Sales &
Promotions

early purchase access to

new
products

SIGN UP FOR FREE AT RAMPARTCORP.COM/SHIELD

Military                    Law enforcement                    Government                    EMS and Fire
and Corrections



RED DOT SIGHTS  
FOR MILITARY &  

LAW ENFORCEMENT



To be successful, shooters must be able to aim accurately and 
quickly under a wide variety of conditions. On a shooting range, 
there is plenty of time to take aim, but in the real world,  
everything is in fast motion. Add rough terrain, foul weather, 
poor light and high levels of stress and even the most experienced 
marksman will be put to the test. 

Military tests have repeatedly proven that the single red dot  
 

combat exercises, and also provides the greatest increase in hit 
probability with moving targets.  Other aiming devices require 
that the shooter’s focus leave the target or create limited  
situational awareness.  Aimpoint dot sights give you increased 

 
with both eyes open, so you are fully aware at all times.

Why an Aimpoint® 
Red Dot Sight?



When the time comes to take the shot, there should 
be no question that you can count on your sight to 
perform. We believe that a weapon sight should 
simplify aiming while meeting the highest possible 
requirements for reliability and ruggedness. We 

demands on your equipment, so we design and 
test Aimpoint® products to stand up to any con-
dition you are likely to encounter. We also design 
our products to operate constantly for years on a 
single battery so your sight will be ready when you 

count on Aimpoint red dot sights.

Aimpoint - Global 
leader

Aimpoint is the recognized worldwide leader 
and originator of red dot sighting technology. 
After 40 years of working closely with experienced 
marksmen and military weapon experts around 
the world, Aimpoint red dot sights remain the 
number one choice for combining ruggedness, 
speed and accuracy. Aimpoint® sights are in service 
with most NATO countries, the US Army, US Air 
Force, the US Navy, the US Marine Corps, and 
numerous other military forces, police agencies, 
and special teams worldwide. Aimpoint red dot 
sights are soldier tested and combat proven.

When your life 
depends on your 

equipment
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Superior situational 
awareness

Dangerous situations can happen suddenly whether on the  
streets or in active combat.  Aiming with both eyes, seeing the 
target as well as the surrounding is the tremendous advantage 
of an Aimpoint sight. You instinctively place the red dot on the 
target, and you’re ready to pull the trigger. 

We design our sights so that you can be faster and more accurate. 
Aimpoint sights allow you to see the whole picture in every mis-
sion.  When your life depends on it, don’t settle for anything less.  

Get the WHO



LE picture



SYSTEM-OF-SYSTEMS™

Integrated combat optics solution
Aimpoint has distinguished itself as a supplier of sophisticated modular sighting systems, 

® 
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All conditions – 
Anywhere

Aimpoint® sights work in all light 
conditions from darkness to bright 
desert sunlight. They are fully sub-
mersible so you never have to worry 
about rain or immersion. Aimpoint 
sights are developed and tested to 
be used in any weather conditions, 
from the sub-zero temperatures of 
the Arctic to the heat and humidity of 
the tropics.

Aimpoint has a sight for you.

User friendliness

changed to the right setting while 
simultaneously aiming through your 
sight. Our switch won´t freeze and is 
easy to use whether you are wearing 

Environmental awareness

our sights.

Standard features on  
all Aimpoint® sights 
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Aimpoint® Micro T-2 can withstand all types 

-
® 

Complete and ready to mount

Since its introduction in 2007, the Aimpoint Micro T-1®

Complete and ready to mount

Customize your sight

top of larger magnifying scopes. 

MICRO™ SERIES SIGHTS

More tech details on page 18-19.
 

 Micro T-1
™ 
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 Micro T-2
™ 
 



With all of the ruggedness that has made Aimpoint sights famous 
all over the world, the Micro series sights are able to withstand 
the toughest conditions while adding negligible weight to your 

be deployed on nearly every weapon in your armory.
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® Comp sight came out in 1995 and today there are 
more than 1 million sights from the Comp series in use worldwide. All 
Comp sights are soldier-tested and combat-proven, in other words they 
are extremely robust high quality products.

COMP™ SERIES SIGHTS 

The Aimpoint® Comp series of sights are the toughest sights that Aimpoint has 

-

Complete and ready to mount

Customize your sight

-
See page 

More tech details on page 18-19.

 

 

 COMPM4
™ 
, COMPM4S

™ 
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use while at the pos. 7, more than 1 year of use at pos. 8, and more than 10 years at 

Complete and ready to mount

Customize your sight

 CompM5
™ 
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The Aimpoint®  

Complete and ready to mount

Customize your sight

See page . 

COMP™ SERIES SIGHTS 

 PRO
™ 
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The Aimpoint®  

which protects the sight during transport and operations, and adds an additional 
stealth factor. 

The Aimpoint®

sight designed for use on medium or heavy weapons. Developed primarily for 
mounted weapons operations, the MPS3 is ideal for use on land vehicles, helicopters 
or fast attack boats and ships.

MPS3™

MGMount for MPS3
The Aimpoint®

-

 COMPM3
™ 
 

 

 MPS3
™

More tech details on page 18-19.
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magnifiers

The Aimpoint®

® sights for long-range 

-

handheld 3X monocular. 

The Aimpoint® -
fessional user that needs a more rugged and military 

with all Aimpoint® sights for long-range aiming or 

handheld 3X monocular. 
 

Aimpoint®  sights as the aiming reticle, 

 3X-C, Aimpoint 3XMag-1 and Aimpoint 6XMag-1 are 
encased in a shock absorbing protective rubber cover that also creates an ideal 

sight quick and easy.

 3x-C
™

 3XMAG-1
™
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The Aimpoint®

use with Aimpoint® Micro T-2 and 
professional user that needs a more rugged and military 

--

Mechanical interface
The Aimpoint® ®

recommended mount is the Aimpoint®

 6xmag-1
™
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The Aimpoint®

-
red position. 

order to rapidly return to direct engagement.

Mechanical interface

left-hand corners, up staircases or down tunnels 

Aimpoint sight. 

CEU™

 W 

  -

 CEU
™
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Accessories

Flip-up Front Cover
*

iiiiiiip up up up up uup up up up Fp Fp Fp Fp Fp Fp FFFp Fppp FFronronronronronronronronrononnnnnnnnnt Ct Ct Ct Ct Ct Ct Ct CCCCCCCt Ctt CCCCCCCCovovovoovovovovoovFliFliFliFliliFlililllliiiiii FFFFFFFFFF t Ct Ct Ct Ct Ct Ct Ct CCt CCCCCC Flip-up Rear Cover
*

Flip-Up Front Cover with Flip-up ARD 
 

*

Flip-Up Front Cover with Flip-up ARD
*

i hii hhh FFlFlFF iii ARDARDAAARDARDDFliFliFlii UUUUU FFFFF t Ctt Ct Ct Ct CCt CFFFFFFliFlilili UUUUUUU FFFFFFF t Ct Ct CCCt CC

Rubber Bikini Lens CoverRubRRRubRu berbber BiBiiBiBiiBiikinkinkinkikinkikinkinnikinkinkkininnkinki i Li Li LLi LLi LLensensensenense ss CoCCoCCoCoC verveverv

Rubber Bikini Lens Cover 

CR 2032
Lithium Battery
CR CR CR CR C 2032032032032030 2222CRCRCCRR 20303222

Flip-up Front Cover

Flip-Up Front Cover with Flip-up ARD 
 

Outer Rubber Cover Outer Rubber Cover Double Battery Kit

Aimpoint® Tool
AA Battery Alkaline

DL1/3N Lithium Battery 10 pcs

Lens Cover 
 

Flip-up Rear Cover
Transparent 

Flip-up Front Cover
Transparent 

Flip-up Rear Cover 
Transparent 

Flip-up Front CoverPolarization Filter

for reduction of sun 

*

Flip-up Front Cover
Transparent 

*

Flip-up Rear Cover
Transparent 

*

ARD

*

FliFliFlFliFlFliFliFliFliFliiip-Up-Up-Up-Up-Up-Up-U-UUppp p Fp Fp Fp Fp Fppp Fronronronrononoooo t Ct Ct Ct Ct CCCCCCCCCCCovovovovovovv
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Mounting solutions

TNP MountTNPTNPTNPTNPTNPTNPT MoMoMoMoMoMM nttn

SRP-L RingRing Base & Top

and Top 30 mm ring.

QRP2 Mount 
 

 
 

QRW2 Mount

 
 

LRP Mount

dismounting. Screws, Allen  

SRW-L RingQRP3 Mount

30 mm. 
 CompM3. 

Standard Spacer  
Spacer for CompM4, CompM3 

Mount raises height of optical 
 

Extension Spacer  
Spacer for CompM4, CompM3 

Mount raises height of optical 

sight 40 mm forwards.

Micro 11 mm Dovetail Mount

Screws and Aimpoint Tool 
included.

Micro LRP Mount

Mount for Micro and 

to zero after dismount-
ing. Screws, Aimpoint 
Tool and thread sealer 
included.

MicMicMicMicMicMicMiMicciM rororororooror LRPLRPLRPLRLRPLRPPPPPLRPLRL MoMoMMMMoMoMMMMMoMMountuntuntntuntun Micro Spacer Low

Aimpoint Tool and 
thread sealer included.

Micro Spacer High

Tool and thread sealer 
included.
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CEU Low Rise Ring  

TwistMount Base.
 30 mm height of 

CEU High Rise Ring  

TwistMount Base. 
39 mm height of optical 

Spacer  

to 39 mm.

TwistMount Ring 
Separate ring 
for TwistMount.

TwistMount TwistMount Base 
-

Micro Mount for Glock pistols Mount Adapter 30 mm

on magnifying scopes with 

Mount Adapter 34 mm

on magnifying scopes with 

FlipMount

Micro tool included.
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TECHNICAL SPECS
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Customer Service & Dealership Eligibility

www.aimpoint.com/contact                         www.aimpoint.com/products/where-to-buy/

Warranty Information
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General TECHNICAL DATA

FEATURES FOR ALL AIMPOINT® RED DOT SIGHTS
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In summary, Aimpoint’s breakthrough technology allows you 
to do what comes naturally – shoot with both eyes open while 
remaining focused on the target. When you look through an 
Aimpoint® sight, a red dot appears in the lens. When the red 
dot is on target, so are you, with no centering required. 

It is this inherent combination of simplicity, speed, and accuracy 
that makes Aimpoint sights the preferred choice for beginners 
and experts alike. Get on target fast, and forget about being 
challenged by bad light or moving targets.

Speed…Meet 
Accuracy
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Aimpoint AB

www.aimpoint.com
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